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1. Answer in short. 

a) What is page Orientation? 

b) Name the two types of page Orientation. 

c) What is page margin? 

d) How is pictures border useful? 

e) How is wrap text useful in MS word? 

 

2. Fill in the blanks. 

a) The _____________ tab has options for inserting pictures and work art. 

b) The _____________ tab has options for changing the fill colour and 

outline colour of the selected shape. 

c) The ____________ feature lets you add stylish text to a document. 

d) To insert a rectangle or a star, you can choose the ___________ option 

under the insert tab. 

e) The option to insert Word Art is available in the _____________ group 

under the insert tab. 

 

3. Write True or False to the following statement. 

a) The WordArt feature is used to add effects to pictures. 

b) After inserting a WordArt text, no changes can be made to it. 

c) You can add text inside inserted shape. 

d) The options to apply shadow or glow effects to a picture are available 

under the insert tab. 

e) The 3-D effect option lets you give a 3-D effect to the selected shape. 

f) An organization chart shows the relationship between people or items at 

different levels. 

g) You can add a box only at the same level in an organization chart. 

h) You can add a picture only from the insert tab. 

i) Smart Art graphics let you present your data or information visually. 

j) A PowerPoint presentation consists of individual pages called slides. 

 

  4.  Answer in detail. 

a) Into how many categories of shapes are divided in word? Name them. 

b) Write the two steps to apply pictures effects. 

c) Draw any five shapes with different fill and outline styles. 

 


